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Abstract—Recent developments in experimental anthropomorphically-driven prostheses have shown their potential as highly dexterous prosthetic devices. However, these prostheses are both unwearable and lack haptic feedback regarding antagonistic tensions. Here, we present a wearable, anthropomorphically-driven prosthesis with a built-in haptic feedback system. Two distinct control schemes were proposed and compared in a user study with N=6 able-bodied participants performing the Box and Blocks test. The first control scheme was designed to provide a more intuitive, human-like actuation and relaxation of the hand, while the simpler controller was designed to reduce fatigue from sustaining EMG signals. Participants performed significantly better with lower fatigue levels while using the controller designed to be intuitive as opposed to the simpler controller. In addition, task performance with both controllers was better than reported performance with standard myoelectric prostheses. These findings suggest that there is potential utility in wearable anthropomorphically-driven prostheses, and provide support for future studies aimed at exploring the utility of haptic feedback in anthropomorphically-driven prostheses.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are nearly 2 million people in the United States living with an amputation. Of these, 30% involve amputation of the upper extremity [1], [2]. Currently the standard of care is to fit these amputee with a prosthesis that utilizes body-power or electromyography to control flexion and extension of the prosthetic terminal device (hand). While body-powered terminal devices are typically limited to single-DoF actuation of two digits, advanced myoelectric terminal devices, such as the I-limb ultra revolution or the Michelangelo Hand, allow for multiple grip paradigms involving all five digits in a manner that mimics the natural hand [1].

Although these commercially available myoelectric terminal devices are designed to provide amputees with prostheses that emulate the form, function, and dexterity of an intact human hand [3], they often feature actuation schemes with high gear-ratios that limit an amputee’s ability to modulate the hand’s impedance. Yet, it is widely accepted that humans modulate the impedance of their limbs for various tasks [4]. There is even evidence to suggest that prosthesis users would modulate their device impedance for different tasks if allowed [5]. As a preliminary example, Brown et al. found that low-impedance prosthetic terminal devices allow grip/load force coordination in a manner consonant with the natural hand [6].

In an effort to allow control over the terminal device’s impedance and to support more dexterous grasping movements, some experimental upper-limb prostheses use anthropomorphic actuation schemes [7]–[9]. Note that anthropomorphically-driven prosthesis differ from other tendon-driven prostheses such as that used by Battaglia et al. [10] by allowing independent control over antagonistic tendons. Modeled after grasping functions of the human hand [8], these anthropomorphically-driven hands utilize complex structures and many individualized actuators to flex and extend the hand. Typically in these devices, each finger has artificial ligaments and tendons that mimic the anterior and posterior structure of the human hand. Xu et al. [11], for example, demonstrated that their biomimetic anthropomorphically-driven robotic hand was capable of reliable, human-like, finger movements that endowed their hand with the ability to grasp a variety of objects [9]. Unfortunately, in order to achieve higher dexterity than commercially available prostheses, many of these anthropomorphically-driven hands use large and bulky actuation systems, making them unwearable [11]. This limits the range of tasks with which these devices can be tested.

Despite their novel control schemes, these anthropomorphic devices are no different than commercial prostheses in terms of haptic sensory feedback. In the natural hand, haptic feedback is necessary for fine dexterous control [12]. When antagonist muscles are actuated, the information about tension can be used to interpret the state of the hand [13]. The need for haptic information about antagonistic tensions is therefore unique to anthropomorphically-driven hands [12]. While there is evidence to suggest this information could provide utility in prosthesis control [12], there is a lack of research assessing the performance effects of feedback about tension in the control of anthropomorphically-driven prostheses.

In this manuscript, we present a wearable anthropomorphically-driven prosthesis capable of providing haptic-based tension feedback. We begin with a discussion of the design and functional operation of the prosthesis, including the haptic feedback system. We then describe two
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unique control paradigms created for the prosthesis and the
details of a small able-bodied user study designed to assess
each controller’s utility. We end with a discussion of the experimental findings from the user study in the broader context of prosthetic function.

II. METHODS

Our experimental device, an anthropomorphically-driven prosthesis, was designed to incorporate two key features aimed at improving overall prosthesis functionality. First, the prosthesis features an anthropomorphic actuation paradigm that utilizes antagonistic tendons to separately control terminal device flexion and extension. Second, the prosthesis incorporates a unique haptic feedback system that utilizes skin-stretch to provide intuitive feedback regarding the amount of tension in either tendon. The device weighs 1.75Kg in total.

A. Device Design

This anthropomorphically-driven prosthesis (see Fig. 1) is comprised of a custom co-polymer prosthetic socket mated to an anthropomorphic terminal device via a Hosmer Quick Disconnect Wrist (USMC model). The custom socket is designed to be worn by able-bodied individuals on their right arm. The anthropomorphic terminal device is based on the open source bionic hand originally designed by Hendo [15]. Modifications have been made to improve cable routing through the fingers. Additional modifications allow compatibility with the Hosmer Quick Disconnect Wrist. The rubber bands on the anterior side of the original design were replaced with more tendon cabling to allow control over both flexion and extension. Each tendon cable originates at the finger tip, runs through the cable guides along the anterior and posterior sides of each finger, passes through the wrist cable guide, and terminates at a compression spring, which help return tendon cables to their resting position. Silicon (Dragon Skin 20) fingertips were designed for each finger to approximate the size of a human finger. All tendon cables connect to the far end of either the anterior or posterior compression spring, simplifying the actuation of the device to flexion and/or extension of all fingers simultaneously. In addition, actuation of both anterior and posterior tendons creates a bidirectional impedance of variable magnitude. An actuator tendon cable connects a compression spring to a rotary DC motor (Maxon RE30). The motors are mounted on the proximal end of the socket through two custom 3D printed motor mounts. Each motor features a rotary optical encoder (US Digital, 5000 CPR) to measure motor rotation.

Likewise, the haptic feedback system is based on the design originally proposed by Kayhan et al. [16] and has been integrated into the co-polymer socket. The haptic feedback system uses two servo motors (Tower Pro Micro servos MG90S) to create a pulling action on a proximal and distal band worn around the user’s forearm as shown in Fig. 1. One servo motor is mounted onto the anterior side of the socket and is connected through cables to the anterior side of the bands. The other servo motor is mounted on the posterior side of the socket and is connected through cables to the posterior side of the bands. Feedback is generated by activating the motors to pull on the anterior or posterior sides of the proximal and distal bands in proportion to the command signal sent to the DC motors controlling the anterior and posterior tendon cables. In this way, the user is provided haptic information regarding the amount of tension in the respective actuator tendon cables.

EMG signals were recorded from the wrist flexor and extensor muscle groups of the right forearm using a Delays Bagnoli 16-channel EMG system with two surface electrodes and a ground electrode on the elbow. EMG calibration, normalization, and offset methods are consistent with those in [17] and are briefly described in Section II-C.1 below.

The two DC actuator motors were driven by a 3.5A linear current amplifier (Quanser AMPAQ-L4) with an amplification of 1V/A. Data acquisition and control were implemented through a Quanser Q8-USB data acquisition board (DAQ) operating at a 1 kHz sample rate. The whole system is controlled by a Dell Precision T5810 desktop running MATLAB R2017a. The Simulink Desktop Realtime Environment works in conjunction with Quanser’s QUARC realtime block set.

B. Control Strategies

Terminal device flexion and extension were controlled by flexion and extension EMG signals under one of two control strategies, ALPHA or BETA. For both control strategies, EMG signals from the flexor muscles control activation of the actuator motor on the anterior sides of the prosthetic socket. Similarly, EMG signals from the extensor muscles control activation of the actuator motor on the posterior side of the prosthetic socket.

Controller ALPHA was designed to lower the effort of sustaining EMG signals while manipulating objects. In this trigger-based scheme, only a quick EMG spike of the desired magnitude is needed to proportionally activate the actuator motor. Likewise, a second EMG spike from the same muscle deactivates the actuator motor. Thus, the user can easily control flexion and extension separately while also maintaining the ability to activate both actuators and modulate the terminal device’s impedance. The control law governing flexion and extension in the ALPHA control scheme is:

$$M_{flex} = \begin{cases} \max(S_{flex \cdot off} \cdot K_{flex \cdot A}), & \gamma_{flex} = 1 \\ 0, & \gamma_{flex} = 0 \end{cases}$$

(1)
\[ M_{\text{ext}} = \begin{cases} \max(S_{\text{extoff}} \cdot K_{\text{extA}}), & S_{\text{extoff}} > 0 \\ 0, & S_{\text{extoff}} < T_{\text{ext}} \& S_{\text{extoff}} < T_{\text{flex}} \\ M_{\text{ext,prev}}, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

(2)

where \( S_{\text{flexoff}} \) and \( S_{\text{extoff}} \) are the normalized offset EMG signals, \( K_{\text{extA}} \) and \( K_{\text{flexA}} \) are the proportional gains of the controller, and \( \gamma_{\text{ext}} \) and \( \gamma_{\text{flex}} \) are binary variables whose value changes only if \( S_{\text{extoff}} \) or \( S_{\text{flexoff}} \) respectively go from a negative to positive value.

Fig. 4a shows a signal flow diagram describing the behavior of controller ALPHA. Here, \( U_p \) and \( U_p^2 \) describe the \( \max \) function in (1) and (2) and \( \gamma \) is depicted as a switch. In addition, the motor command signals are saturated to control the minimum and maximum current sent to the motors, ensuring the device won’t draw too much current from the amplifier. Fig. 2 provides an illustration of the controller behavior.

Controller BETA was designed to provide more intuitive control of the prosthesis. In this scheme, each motor output is proportional to the maximum respective EMG signal recorded while that EMG signal is above zero. When both EMG signals drop below their respective relaxation thresholds both motors relax. Thus, the user can antagonistically activate both actuators by simultaneously flexing, extending, and maintaining at least one EMG signal above the relaxation threshold. The control law governing flexion and extension in the BETA control scheme is

\[ M_{\text{flex}} = \begin{cases} \max(S_{\text{flexoff}} \cdot K_{\text{flexB}}), & S_{\text{flexoff}} > 0 \\ 0, & S_{\text{flexoff}} < T_{\text{flex}} \& S_{\text{flexoff}} < T_{\text{flex}} \\ M_{\text{flex,prev}}, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

(3)

\[ M_{\text{ext}} = \begin{cases} \max(S_{\text{extoff}} \cdot K_{\text{extB}}), & S_{\text{extoff}} > 0 \\ 0, & S_{\text{extoff}} < T_{\text{ext}} \& S_{\text{flexoff}} < T_{\text{flex}} \\ M_{\text{ext,prev}}, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

(4)

where \( S_{\text{flexoff}} \) and \( S_{\text{extoff}} \) are the normalized offset EMG signals, \( K_{\text{flexB}} \) and \( K_{\text{extB}} \) are the proportional gains of the controller, and \( T_{\text{flex}} \) and \( T_{\text{ext}} \) are the relaxation thresholds.

Fig. 4b shows the signal flow diagram describing the behavior of controller BETA. Here \( U_p \) and \( U_p^2 \) describe the \( \max \) function in (3) and (4). In addition, the motor command signals are saturated as with controller ALPHA. Fig. 3 provides an illustration of the controller behavior.

![Fig. 3](image-url) An example plot of the flexor EMG signal \( S_{\text{flexoff}} \) and the corresponding motor command signal \( M_{\text{flex}} \) for controller BETA. Note, the extensor EMG signal \( S_{\text{extoff}} \) is proportional to the maximum respective EMG signal, \( S_{\text{extoff}} \), and \( T_{\text{ext}} \) is the relaxation threshold.

### C. Experimental Procedure

To evaluate the utility of each control strategy, we investigated the ability of N=6 able-bodied participants (five male, one female) ages 27.5 ± 11 (all participants above 18) to perform the Box and Blocks test [14]. This test is often used to assess manual dexterity in individuals with neurological disorders [14], and has been used to assess prosthesis function as well [18]–[21]. The duration of the experiment was approximately 60 minutes and participants were compensated at a rate of $10 per hour. All participants were consented according to a protocol approved by the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine Institutional Review Board (Study# IRB00147458). Participants were randomized into two groups (A and B). Participants in group A performed the task with controller ALPHA followed by controller BETA. Participants in group B performed the task with controller BETA followed by controller ALPHA. For this experiment, no haptic feedback was provided.

1) Setup and Training: After providing informed consent, participants sat on a stool facing a table where the experiment would take place. One electrode was placed over the participant’s right wrist flexor muscle group and another electrode was placed over the right wrist extensor muscle group. The optimal location in these muscle groups was located by palpating the participant’s forearm while they flexed and extended their wrist. A ground electrode was then placed over the participant’s right elbow. A compression sleeve covered the participant’s right arm to keep the electrodes from shifting. Medical tape was gently wrapped around participant’s bicep and the wires to prevent tugging.
Participants were then asked to hold their arm in the air for calibration. After a two second baseline reading, participants were asked to flex and relax their wrist in one second intervals for eight seconds while the system calibrated the minimum, maximum, and offset values for the flexor EMG signal $S_{\text{flex off}}$. This was then repeated for wrist extension to calibrate the extensor EMG signal $S_{\text{ext off}}$. Participants were instructed on the best practices for producing clear EMG signals. When controlling the prosthesis, the raw EMG signals were rectified and smoothed by taking the RMS over a 200 ms window. Additionally, the signals were normalized and offset to provide the desired input to the controller.

After calibration, participants were then informed of the control method they would be using first (based on group randomization). Participants were then instructed to place their right arm in the prosthetic socket. Additional manual adjustment was used to fine tune parameters until participants were able to repeatedly flex and extend the prosthesis with low, medium, and high tension and participants felt comfortable with the device’s response to their EMG commands. Once appropriate control was achieved, participants were provided instructions on performance of the Box and Blocks test. Then, as practice, participants were instructed, without time constraint, to move five blocks over the barrier and release them into the second compartment. If needed, further adjustment of parameters was performed.

2) Protocol: Following setup and training, participants performed eight trials of Box and Blocks test using their designated controller. In each trial, participants were given 60 seconds to move as many blocks as possible from the right compartment of the task to the left. Participants were given a 45 second rest between each trial and were allowed more
rest time upon request. Before the first trial and after each consecutive trial, participants were asked to rank their arm fatigue on a scale from one to ten, with ten corresponding to the inability to move their arm. After completing eight trials with the first controller, participants were given time to rest while they completed a short survey regarding their perception of the controller and their ability to move blocks. Then the control method was switched to the opposite controller. Some additional manual adjustment of parameters was performed to ensure adequate control. Participants then practiced once again by moving 5 blocks over the barrier. After practice, participants were asked to rank their fatigue and allowed to rest until it returned to within one point of their previous baseline from the first controller. Participants performed eight trials of the task with the new controller using the same rest intervals. Fatigue scores were recorded after each trial. After completing the second set, participants were asked to fill out the remainder of the survey regarding their perception the second controller, their ability to move blocks with the controller, a demographic survey, and a final survey asking them to compare how intuitive the two controllers were. Finally, participants were given time to add any additional comments about their experience.

D. Metrics and Statistical analysis

The two quantitative metrics used in this study to evaluate the two controllers include the block transfer rate and the block transfer efficiency. The block transfer rate is calculated as the number of blocks moved in the 60-second trial. The block transfer efficiency is calculated as the number of blocks moved per total sum of terminal device flexions and extensions in the 60-second trial. In addition, survey responses for fatigue and participant’s controller preference were used for qualitative assessment.

Statistical analysis was carried out in MATLAB 2018a. First, data sets were tested for normality, homogeneity of variance, and sphericity using the Lilliefors test, the Bartlett test, and the Mauchly’s test, respectively. A Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test was used on the block transfer efficiency, the block transfer Rate, and the survey data along with fatigue scores to determine the differences between ALPHA and BETA. Both p values and effect sizes (r) are reported when possible.

III. RESULTS

All data was analyzed using non-parametric statistical analysis after failing to pass the normality test. During experimentation, the experimental apparatus malfunctioned on four trials. When this occurred, the device and task were reset and the trial was rerun. These malfunctions only affected participants two and three. In addition, participant five noted in their survey that they significantly changed their block grasping and moving strategy to improve performance in the last trial while using controller ALPHA which significantly increased their performance compared to prior trials.

A. Block Transfer Rate

Overall, the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test showed participants moved significantly more blocks per minute with controller BETA than with controller ALPHA (p = 3.20e-08, r = -0.80) (see Fig. 6). Participants moved an average of 6 ±3.49 blocks per minute when using controller ALPHA and an average of 11±2.37 per minute with controller BETA.

B. Block Transfer Efficiency

Overall, the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test showed participants were significantly more efficient with controller BETA than with controller ALPHA (p = 2.27e-08, r = -0.81) as seen in Fig. 7. The average block transfer efficiency for controller ALPHA was 0.22±0.15, and the average block transfer efficiency for controller BETA was 0.41 ±0.13.

C. Survey

The Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test showed participants expressed significantly lower fatigue levels while using controller BETA than they did with controller ALPHA (p value = 0.022, r = 0.33). Additionally, the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test showed participants overall preferred controller BETA and felt more confident in their ability to move blocks when using controller BETA (p= 0.0015). All participants but one found controller BETA to be more intuitive.
IV. DISCUSSION

In this study, we presented an anthropomorphically-driven prosthesis that features a tension-based haptic feedback system and the results of a small user study designed to evaluate and compare two competing control strategies. This prosthesis was designed to allow independent control over extension and flexion of the terminal device. Controller ALPHA was designed to minimize the user’s EMG activations and therefore fatigue. Alternatively, controller BETA was designed as a more intuitive approach. Overall, controller BETA allowed for better task performance both in terms of the block transfer rate and the block transfer efficiency, and was participants’ preferred control strategy.

The superiority of controller BETA is likely due to its intuitive nature, where muscle signals correspond more directly with motor control. Alternatively, controller ALPHA sustained device actuation, which allowed participants to relax EMG signals, but participants reported less fatigue with controller BETA than with controller ALPHA. Thus, controller BETA seems to stand out as a more effective way to control this device.

It is also worth considering how task performance with this prosthesis compares to task performance with other prostheses and prosthesis control schemes. Table I highlights the average Box and Blocks test scores from participants using their dominant right hand as well as various prostheses. The table also includes data from some able bodied subjects as well as some amputees. Note, some scores have been adjusted to reflect the 1 minute trials used in this study.

While the training periods and number of trials vary for the Box and Blocks test scores reported in Table I, these scores provide insight into the current level of manual dexterity in prostheses. Our anthropomorphically-driven prosthesis resulted in higher mean scores than some records for standard myoelectric prostheses with both controllers (ALPHA and BETA). Additionally, under controller BETA, participants with this anthropomorphically-driven prosthesis also scored higher on average than some targeted muscle reinnervation prosthesis users. At the same time, the Michelangelo prosthesis seems to greatly outperform any other prosthesis, likely due to the six months of training provided. Body-powered prostheses also tend to outperform myoelectric prostheses. It’s possible that the scores for our anthropomorphic prosthesis might improve when the haptic feedback system is engaged.

While these results show promise for anthropomorphically-driven prosthesis, the current device has limitations that should be addressed going forward. First, despite its wearability, the device is highly cumbersome. The weight of the motors and the need for precise EMG signals can be mentally and physically exhausting. Participants reported high fatigue scores very early in the experiment and this likely affected their performance throughout the trials. Second, the short practice period for each controller may have resulted in unbalanced learning. While some participants may have learned quickly, others were learning throughout the experiment. Third, participants had different arm sizes and the custom socket did not fit all participants snugly, even with the compression sleeve. This caused the device to slightly shift on their arms as they performed the task. Fourth, the built-in haptic feedback system was not used in this experiment and thus comparison of the effect haptic feedback has on each control method was not explored. Finally, only able-bodied participants were tested in this experiment. Despite these limitations, however, we feel that the work presented here provides a foundation for future studies focused on investigating wearable anthropomorphically-driven prostheses.
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